Evolution on Life's Fringes
both-makes it difficult to trace evolutionary lineages by comparing gene sequences h m one species or strain to another. Researchers find many nearly identical genes in organisms as diverse as fruit flies, mice, and humans. But bacteriophages-viruses that infect bacteria--seldom bear more than a trifling resemblance when their genomes are lined uv side by side, even when outwardly wondering what role these stripped-down microbes played in evolution So instead of simply lining up genomes, virologists have been hunting for other mea-TOURTOUR, FRANCE-In the beginning, microscopes in the 1930s opened a window sures of evolutionary relatedness-and they there was the land, the sky, and a sterile sea. onto the shadowy world of viruses-which have come up with some surprising pair-A k hundreds of millions of years in that scientists in the late 19th century had recog-ings. Two unlikely cousins are the herpes primordial soup, molecules with carbon nized only as infectious particles that could virus HSV-1, which infects people, and the backbones began replicating and eventually pass through filters fine enough to ensnare bacteriophage T4. The two viruses are rebegat cells. The cells were fruitful and mul-bacteria-scientists were speculating on markably similar in the shapes of their outer tiplied, giving rise to life's three domains: how these mysterious microbes originated. coats, the complicated steps they take to asBacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya.
In gion, at the forested estate of the Les protein sheath that enabled them to survive out the x-ray crystal structure of P3, the main Treilles Foundation-a family-run organiza-briefly outside a cell's protective environs.
protein of PRDl's outer coat. Like many viral tion that promotes scientific exchang-to It is only in the last few years that re-coat proteins, P3 features a compact "jelly take another crack at the question of viral searchers have been able to put these ideas to roll:' made up of eight parallel polypeptide origins and evolution.* They had some pow-the test. The enormous genetic diversity of strands (see diagram). A comparison of P3 erful new findings to charge the discussion. viruses-whether a result of being around for with the coat protein of human adenovirus Despite the difficulties of reconstructing billions of years, from mutating rapidly, or type 2, called hexon, revealed that the codgevents that may have taken place urations of each virus's jelly rolls are P more than 3 billion years ago, re-1 I remarkably similar. Moreover, both 2 cent work using the structure of Another theory of viral origins, the "moron could have grown moron by maran, paaimaccretion hypothesis," was put forward at larly if the addition of a new gene made it the meeting by Henchix. He and Pittsburgh more Likely to survive in its environment.
colleagues have been sifting the genomes of "This muld allow you to build a virus firm bacteriophages for clues to how they the ground up," Hen& says. "The morons evolved. Earlier this year, they reported the are Simple, but if you put them together over complete DNA sequences of two bacterio-time you might get something that is pretty phages that infect Escherichia coli, HK97 smart genetidy." and HK022. When the sequences we^ camHendrix's proposal generated debate at 3 pared to each other as well as to those of the meeting. "I'm not convinced that viral 3 two other ouhvardly similar bacteriophages, genomes have been built up by starting with k it became clear that all four have some DNA one gene and then adding genes until we get stretches in common. But these stretches are where we are now," says Campbell. And r inkrqmwd with longer sequences that vary while agreeing that the wholesale defection E greatly h m one bacteriophage to the next. of genes or groups of genes fiom early cells 3 Such genetic mosaicism has o h been tak-may well have given rise to viruses, Krisch $ en as evidence that viral strains swap genes. argues that the moron accretion idea would p But the Pi#stn@ group also found ex-require the viral coat to get bigger and bigtra genes, apparently capable of acting in& ger as new genes are added, to accommo-2 pendently of the rest of the viral g e n o m e date the growing genome. "That part of the because they carry their own instructions for theory leaves me a little ill at ease," he says.
3 the initiation and termination of gene ex-3 pression-inserted into the genomes of Th. whale and thm virus some bacteriophages. The function of these Although the origins of viruses remain o b extra genes is unclear, but they do not ap-scure, their potential role as forces shaping pear to act in concert with adjacent genes. the early evolution of lifk is itself taking life.
The researchers whimsically dubbed these Underscoring the fact that viruses are much genes 4'morons," says Hendrix, because they mae than a sideshow in the biosphere, mag represent "more DNA.'' Some m m n s are rine microbiologist Curtis Suttle of the Uni-1 similar to known bacterial genes.
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Extrapolating hmn these observations, offered data on the influence of viruses on Hendrix laid out an intriguing, albeit assump the carbon cycle in the oceans. A typical milliliter of seawater contains on average some 10 million virus particles; extrapolating from that figure, seagoing viruses lock up as much as 270 million metric tons of &n, more than 20 times the top e t e for the amount stored in all the whales on Earth. "With all those numbers of [viruses] , it is hard to imagine that they -me not a sig~Mcant f m in evolution," says Krisch.
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